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Volta Labs
Volta Labs is a Halifax-based
super hub focused on tech
companies.
We’re creating a place where
entrepreneurship is celebrated
and taking over the world is
expected.
We are a non-profit created
by founders, for founders.

A Note From
Leadership
As Volta continues to help build Atlantic
Canada’s Innovation Ecosystem from its
hub in Halifax, we are excited that 2017 has
been a successful year for entrepreneurs
in the region.
Volta’s Resident Companies, Innovation
Outposts and Network Members are
growing and have filled our space to
capacity. As a result, over the next few
months Volta will be moving from a 20,000
square foot space to a 60,000 square
foot space. This expansion will increase
Volta’s visibility within the community,
enable us to meet the growing needs of
our members, accept new members, and
expand our events and programs to meet
increasing demand.
The region’s ICT sector is growing and
already having a notable economic impact:
• Halifax was named the #5 Best Tech
Hub in Canada and #2 for tech diversity
and wage growth1;
1 Expert Market, 2017
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• In 2016, our population growth
outpaced
Montreal,
Vancouver,
Ottawa and Toronto, largely driven by
new immigrants2;
• In Halifax, the tech sector is the 2nd
largest private sector employer behind
retail3;
• In 2013, Nova Scotia’s ICT sector
contributed 4.05%4 to the province’s
business sector GDP; that number is
now about 8%5;
• Between 2010 and 2015, tech
employment grew by 24% in Canada
but was a staggering 50% growth in
Halifax6;
• Between 2013 and 2015, Halifax was
the second fastest-growing market
for tech talent, up 53.8%, beating
out Toronto, Vancouver, Edmonton,
Montreal, Ottawa, Calgary, Winnipeg,
and even Waterloo7.
2
3
4
5
6
7

Statistics Canada, 2017
Brookfield Institute, 2016
Statistics Canada, 2013
One Nova Scotia, 2016
Economic Developers Council of Ontario & CBRE Research, 2016
Economic Developers Council of Ontario & CBRE Research, 2016

A combination of factors such as short
commutes, affordable housing, a
convenient location and time zone
along the Eastern seaboard, and a
skilled workforce (Halifax is ranked 4th
in Canada for education related to tech
talent and the 3rd most educated city in
Canada8) are contributing to Halifax’s
success as a growing hub for the region’s
entrepreneurial and technology sectors.
Over the next five years, our goal is to see
the establishment of 150 new startups per
year. Volta will support these companies
so they find the ever-important productmarket fit and have access to the
resources they need to succeed.
8 Economic Developers Council of Ontario & CBRE Research, 2015

Exciting things are happening and Volta
will continue to be a growth catalyst,
helping to create a culture of innovation
and entrepreneurship that will redefine
the tech sector, and ultimately the
economy, in Halifax and the Atlantic
Region.

Jesse & Melody
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Volta’s work supports the three main pillars essential to growing
Atlantic Canada’s startup ecosystem:
1.

Foster a vibrant and growing base of technology companies that are
globally minded and locally based.

2.

Support educational institutions that develop young people so they
are ready to be globally competitive.

3.

Grow an Innovation District to build density in Halifax where modern
technology companies have a campus to centre their activities and
radiate throughout the Atlantic Region.

Volta is uniquely positioned to bolster the development of a thriving
tech sector in Atlantic Canada.

V

olta is the home base for the technology driven industry to take a firm root
in Atlantic Canada while developing a global perspective. We will continue
to evolve and develop the story that will inspire growing businesses to be
successful in Atlantic Canada while competing globally.

Volta’s programs and partnerships encourage the growth and enhance the investmentreadiness of early-stage firms. Volta leverages its unrivaled investor network within the
venture capital industry to connect investors from around the world with startups in Atlantic
Canada.
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Volta’s Reach
There are dozens of initiatives Volta delivers that have a regional and
national impact, including:
• Volta has the only mobile device library
and Market Validation Program for
entrepreneurs in Atlantic Canada. This
partnership with Wavefront Wireless in
Vancouver supports Volta as the Atlantic
leader for early stage mobile development.
• Network Membership: Open to tech
entrepreneurs globally, 600+ members from
all across Canada and growing weekly.
• Women Taking over the World with Tech
Program: Open to women in the technology
sector in Atlantic Canada.

• Volta Global: Connects Atlantic Canadian
founders to international markets and sales to
scale globally.
• Volta Cohort: Identifies high potential
founders across Atlantic Canada early and
provides them with just the right amount of
structure, accountability, and funding to prove
they can build a globally-minded company.
• Go North: Gets expats and advocates excited
about the opportunities in Canada, simplifies
the process of relocating to Canada.

Volta supports several local & national educational organizations:
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Discovery Camp
Brilliant Labs
Dalhousie University
NSCC Entrepreneurship
WIFT (Women in Film
and Television)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Propel ICT
Lighthouse Labs
DemoCamp
Startup Canada
Ladies Learning Code
Junior Achievement

•
•
•
•

SheEO
UpSide Foundation
Venture for Canada
Creative Destruction Lab
Atlantic
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Developing
Halifax’s
Growing
Startup
Ecosystem
Jesse Rodgers
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“People need to believe there is opportunity here to make
a global impact and work in an innovative environment.”

W

hile
visiting
a
company in the
Waterloo
Region
earlier this year,
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
met with Michael Litt, CEO/
founder of Vidyard. The two
discussed their shared desire for
Canadians and others to choose
Canada as the country to build
their futures. Canadians are a
highly skilled population that
are known to look globally for
opportunity (300,000 in Silicon
Valley alone.)
Today,
all
countries
are
competing for globally-minded
talent and it is important that
Canada wins this competition
by being a place where people
choose to go. This begins
with Canadians knowing that
they can maintain their global
competitiveness while staying
home in Canada.
Big cities like Toronto and
Montreal offer a world class city
with all the things you’d expect
and more, but that is just one
part of the equation.
Atlantic Canada, specifically
Halifax, has a lot of great
advantages like affordable
housing, a highly skilled
workforce, an easily accessible
urban environment, an airport
that can get you to major
economic centers in North
America and Europe with
direct flights, and (mostly)
nice weather; however, people
also need to know there is
opportunity here to make a
global impact and work in an
innovative environment.

Atlantic Canada is off to a good
start, but the community still has
work to do. The region is behind
the rest of Canada in developing
an early stage entrepreneur
ecosystem with the volume
of activity and density that
you might see in Waterloo,
Edmonton or Vancouver.
The good news is that, although
the volume of companies is lower
than a more populous region
like
the
Toronto-Waterloo
corridor, the founders that do
start here are proving that you
can be successful if you have a
global perspective. Companies
like DHX Media demonstrate a
global dominance from Halifax.
Up-and-comers like Kinduct,
Dash Hudson, Springloaded,
CarbonCure and Breakhouse
demonstrate the next generation
of companies that are doing
business
globally
while
maintaining their offices here
and contributing to the future of
Halifax.
At Volta, as we enter our fifth year
with more than 50 companies
having called Volta home as
they build their teams and get
their fledgling companies off the
ground, we continue to focus on
achieving growth in the volume
of companies by supporting the
development of the three main
pillars required in the ecosystem:
•

A vibrant and growing base
of technology companies
that are globally-minded
and locally based;

•

Strong
institutions

educational
that develop

young people who are
entrepreneurial, innovative
and have a global perspective
in whatever area or field they
want to excel in;
•

An innovation ’district’ to
build density in Halifax
where modern technology
companies have a ‘campus’
to centre their activities
and radiate throughout the
Atlantic Region.

Over the past year, the
Volta team and community
stakeholders
have
been
executing on a plan of action
that starts with developing
a world class home for
entrepreneurs,
corporate
innovators, researchers and
the larger community that is
interested in participating in the
growing ecosystem.
For those aware of the Waterloo
Region ecosystem, some of
what Volta is doing next may
be familiar. Communitech, in its
20-year history, has established
a similar home in the heart of
downtown Kitchener, where
the innovation ecosystem of
the Waterloo Region develops
roots and spreads throughout
the province, the country and
the world.
Volta is taking advantage
of the lessons learned and
adding an Atlantic Canadian
lens to an ecosystem model
that contributes to an Atlantic
Canada model. We believe this
helps people choose to be in
Canada, Atlantic Canada, and
to build great things in Nova
Scotia.
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Women Taking
Over The World
With Tech
At RBC, we understand the power that female
leaders and innovators hold, and recognize the
importance of building a network to support
development and collaboration. That’s why we’re
proud to support the WTWT program as it empowers
women in the technology sector.
Michelle Allison, RBC

Women Taking Over The
World With Tech
(WTWT)
supports Atlantic Canadian
female founders, leaders and
employees in the technology
sector. The goal of this program
is for participants to finish the
year with a new skill, a new
mentor, a broader network and
more resources to start, launch
or grow their tech startups. It’s
not just for entrepreneurs…
all women working in tech are
welcome!
Since 2016, more than 120
women have learned about
various topics including building
meaningful
connections,
negotiating, marketing and
sales skills, and using data to
grow their businesses. From
2016 to 2017 the number of
WTWT events doubled and we
look forward to expanding the
community of women exploring
and prospering in the tech
sector.
WTWT helps participants to:
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• Connect with other women in
the tech sector.
• Gain skills and knowledge
through workshops,
mentorship and events.
• Get the support to build and
grow their businesses.
[W]omen hunger to learn and
benefit from the presence of
other women in technology.
But at the top of the list of
barriers for women in the ISACA
survey are “limited networking
opportunities” and “lack of a
strong professional network.”1
In Canada we are fortunate
to have several groups that
support women in business.
If you are passionate about
changing the world, and agree
that technology is the method
to create such change at scale,
then we encourage you to join
one of the many networks of
passionate women working in
the technology sector.
1 ISACA GLOBAL SURVEY REPORT
2016/17

Volta is a place where all
genders are welcomed and
encouraged to participate in
the
innovation
community.
There is something for everyone
here, and our women in tech
program is one avenue for us to
support an increasingly diverse
tech sector. Volta supports
dozens of other community
organizations, many of which
are focused on supporting
female entrepreneurs. SheEO,
Women in Communications and
Technology (WCT), Digital NS,
Centre for Women in Business,
BDC Capital, Fierce Founders,
and many others are committed
to making the tech and
entrepreneurship sector equal
opportunity for all genders.
A sincere thank you to our 2017
sponsor, RBC, and a shout out
to all of the women working in
technology!

By: Melody Pardoe
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16 Current
Residents

52 Total
Companies

$50 Million
Raised

70% Survival
Rate

290+ Jobs
Created

600+ Network
Members

Volta Labs Triples in Size,
Establishes Halifax as
Innovation Leader
Creating an Innovation
District

A floor where projects
become products

Volta Labs currently occupies
20,000 square feet of the
Maritime Centre, but will soon
expand to 60,000 square
feet in the same building. The
new space will fill the lobby,
mezzanine and second floor,
establishing Volta Labs as the
cornerstone of the Innovation
District in downtown Halifax.

The Mezzanine will be where
early companies get their start
and corporate innovation spaces
thrive. One half of the floor is
for companies with 1–5 people
as they work with potential
customers to build a product.

Spreading the new space
over three floors of the
Maritime Centre will allow for
natural breaks in the space
that represent phases early
companies move through.

Ground floor is the
community floor
One of the most significant
changes for Volta and its space
will be its location. Volta’s
presence on the lobby level
will allow for easy access
for its Resident Companies,
Innovation Outpost clients,
Network Members and guests,
and will be highly visible to
the community. The space will
have a beautiful open space for
events, desks and tables for
members to drop in and work,
along with meeting rooms, call
rooms and other resources.

The other half of the floor is space
for our corporate innovation
partners to host their Innovation
Outposts. This builds on the
success the Atlantic Lottery
Corporation’s first Innovation
Outpost.

The second floor will be
for companies on their
first growth spurt
This floor will enable companies
to develop their sales teams and
processes, refine products, and
build their companies. There is
also room for venture capital and
other partners that are looking
for an office in the heart of the
Innovation District.

A technology community
hub
“These new headquarters will
allow Volta to be the growth
catalyst for Halifax’s technology
community, establishing a home
base inside the city’s Innovation

District and attracting new
interest from entrepreneurs,”
said Jesse Rodgers, CEO of
Volta Labs. “For many reasons,
Halifax is a great place to build
a technology-focused company
and we are looking forward to
providing more resources to
these businesses. Ultimately,
this growth will result in new jobs
and massive economic impact
for Nova Scotia.”

A growing ecosystem
with many people
nurturing it
With a place to call home and
develop a density of innovators
in downtown Halifax, Volta can
better support and promote
the success of other initiatives
across Atlantic Canada. This is
a similar strategy to what has
proven to work in the Waterloo
Region in Ontario over the last
15–20 years, with an execution
that is very much informed
by what has been learned in
Waterloo and the community
here in Atlantic Canada.
As the ecosystem strengthens,
building on the hard work of so
many here in Atlantic Canada,
the economy will continue to
diversify. Volta is excited about
its role and will continue to
support the growing community
as it develops.

Rendering of new community space
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Hypergive Receives 2017 Year of
Giving Award at World Government
Summit

An Open Letter From the Canadian
Tech Community: Diversity is Our
Strength

BETAKIT — Hypergive, a Halifax-based startup
that uses blockchain technology to fight hunger,
was the recipient of the 2017 Year of Giving award
at the World Government Summit in Dubai, a
conference dedicated to giving entrepreneurs
and policymakers an opportunity to discuss
ways to shape future governments based on
developments in tech and innovation.

BETAKIT — The Canadian tech community
comprises many different nationalities, religions,
sexual orientations, gender identities, mental and
physical abilities, and perspectives. We believe
that this diversity is a source of strength and
opportunity. On this topic, we are united.

Hypergive uses blockchain to let people
make secure donations to Hypergive’s partner
organizations, which store donated funds on a
unique card that is distributed to individuals in
need. The technology ensures that funds are
spent on food, and it allows for daily spending
limits, deactivation, and value recovery if it’s lost
or stolen.
14

Canadian tech companies understand the power
of inclusion and diversity of thought, and that
talent and skill know no borders. In choosing
to hire, train, and mentor the best people in the
world, we can build global companies that grow
our economy. By embracing diversity, we can
drive innovation to benefit the world.

Community
News

Swept Accepted into 500 Startups
Accelerator Program in Silicon
Valley

Dalhousie
Bolsters
Regional
Entrepreneurship with Launch of
Creative Destruction Lab Atlantic

ENTREVESTOR — Swept, the Halifax company
that makes janitorial software, has been accepted
into 500 Startups, the second Atlantic Canadian
startup to be accepted into the prestigious
program this year.

DAL.CA — Dalhousie University’s Rowe School of
Business is partnering with University of Toronto
and other leading national research-intensive
universities to expand the Creative Destruction
Lab (CDL) with the announcement of CDLAtlantic.

The Silicon Valley-based program announced
the 31 companies that will comprise its 21st
cohort. The announcement in TechCrunch
noted that 43 percent of the companies are from
outside the U.S., as the accelerator develops a
more international flavour.

CDL, based out of the University of Toronto’s
Rotman School of Management, has recently
emerged as the leading accelerator program
in Canada.
The CDL provides promising
technology-based startups with access to
highly accomplished entrepreneurs and angel
investors through a nine-month, milestonebased mentoring program.
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More Headlines
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Volta Labs Expands in Downtown Halifax to Cultivate
City’s Innovation District

Startup Life in 2017 With
Katelyn
Bourgoin,
Mike
Brown & Charlotte Rydlund

Halifax becoming boom
town as it welcomes population, economic growth

TECH VIBES — Volta Labs is significantly expanding its office space as the
organization looks to establish the surrounding area as Halifax’s “Innovation
District.”

NOW NS — Three local tech founders
answered questions on current trends
in the startup ecosystem, lessons
learned through their years of experience, and what advice they would give
to new entrepreneurs looking to grow
and get started.

CANADIAN PRESS — Halifax is booming, its skyline awash with construction
cranes, and Ontario native Jesse Rodgers can tell you why. Rodgers, a veteran of Waterloo’s tech startup scene,
moved to the Nova Scotia capital a year
ago with his wife and four kids.

Manifold Launches From
Stealth with $15 Million Series A

Startup Uses Blockchain to
Ensure Minerals Come From
Ethical Sources

Swell Lands San Diego Port
Funding

TECHVIBES — Manifold has unveiled
their platform and announced a $15
million USD Series A round of funding.
The Halifax-based company provides
easy ways to find, buy and manage
developer services. The funding came
from OMERS Ventures, Boldstart Ventures, Version One Ventures, Amplify
Partners and Leaders Fund.

GLOBE & MAIL — Dawn Jutla, President
and CEO of PeerLedger, says her company has the technology to help put
an end to the shady practice of mining
precious and industrial metals to finance war.

ENTREVESTOR — Halifax’s Swell Advantage has raised US$100,000 in
equity financing from the Port of San
Diego, and will help the southern California port develop the technology for
a smart marina.

Nova Scotia’s Startup Community: The New Frontier
That’s Here to Stay

Atlantic
Lottery
Innovation Outpost Primed for 1st
Product

C100 Announces the 21
Startups Headed to 48hrs in
the Valley Program

NOW NS — “Attitude is one of the most
important things,” says Jesse Rodgers,
CEO of Halifax-based Volta. “You must
be looking at how to make things work,
as nothing is certain. They’re looking for
people who are willing to roll up their
sleeves and help them grow.”

ENTREVESTOR — The lottery organization, which is owned by the four Atlantic Provinces, will begin a 1,500-person pilot project this month for its new
product Winvelope. It is the first product to come out of the Crown corporation’s innovation outpost at Volta.

BETAKIT — After over a month of deliberation, the C100 has announced the
21 companies that will participate in
its semiannual 48hrs in the Valley program, with Halifax’s Athletigen among
the participants.

Governments give $2 Million
to bolster Halifax tech sector
incubator

Ladies Learning Code Helps
Hundreds of Halifax Women
Learn Technical Skills

Skyline Aims for Automated
Shops

CANADIAN PRESS — A Halifax digital
incubator has been handed $2 Million in government cash to expand the
city’s tech footprint. The non-profit
Volta Labs received $1.5 million Tuesday from ACOA and $500,000 from the
Nova Scotia government’s Innovacorp.

CBC — Ladies Learning Code has been
successfully teaching technology skills
to women in Halifax for the past several
years, with no signs of slowing down.
They host monthly workshops on subjects such as HTML and web design,
with an eye toward women being creators of digital content.

Best Showing Yet in Branham300 for Atlantic Canadian Companies

Coding made ‘less intimidating for a non-techie’ at
workshop

ENTREVESTOR — In the region’s best
showing ever, eight Atlantic Canadian
companies have been named to the
prestigious Branham300 – four in the
Top 250, and four in the Up and Coming
classification.

CBC —Although Paul Farmer is the
president and co-founder of a technology startup in Halifax, he admits he’s
more of a business and accounting man
than a computer guy. After completing
the HTML150 workshop at the Halifax
Central Library — a crash course on
coding basics — he’s feeling more confident in his skills.

ENTREVESTOR — When Skyline first
came to Halifax through the Innovacorp
Startup Visa program, the company
at the time was dedicated to building
enterprise software systems inexpensively, but it has turned its attention to
automating the shopping process in
stores.

Meet the “Original Creator
Kid”
HALIFAX MAGAZINE — What if people
with carpal tunnel syndrome didn’t have
to use computer mice anymore? That’s
the picture 13-year-old Connor Kirby
painted when he presented his idea at
Volta Labs’ annual pitch conference,
winning first place.
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New Residents

ADDtext

ADDtext delivers on-demand text-based learning
strategies with peer coaches.

addtext.me

Axem Neurotechnology is developing wearable
technology that allows athletes to measure their brain
activity to improve their mental training.

Bereda gives endurance athletes a framework to easily
build and update customized training plans in line with
modern training theory.

CogPro creates smart household appliances such as
thermostats, telephones and stereos that work in any
home with electricity or telephone for people with
Alzheimer’s disease and their caregivers.

Deprolabs Technology is designing, developing, and
producing a wide range of smart electronic devices in
the domain of Internet of Things and home automation
systems.
Dragon Veterinary is an industry shaping voicerecognition software made by vets for vets. Their
software has the largest veterinary specific vocabulary
on the market. They integrate with current systems,
allowing users to dictate instead of typing. This saves
the average veterinarian hours daily, and thousands of
dollars annually.
Dugo enables wireless companies to save on OpEx
and CapEx while keeping them informed of their cell
towers energy related performance.

Peer Ledger specializes in blockchain products for
the healthcare and precious metaland minerals
sectors, offering an identity bridge product and the
Mimositrack-and-trace blockchain application for
responsible supply chains.

Proof builds better communities with cloud-based
software that helps governments deliver and track
their spending. Their CRM and ERP tools provide
governments the insights they need to deliver amazing
service to citizens and businesses in their community.

Skyline helps enterprise companies build custom
management apps that connect systems, people and
data while improving management efficiency and data
awareness.

Swell Advantage builds automation tools for marinas,
boat clubs and waterfronts focused on increasing
revenue, decreasing operational costs and providing a
better customer experience.

WoodsCamp procures timber via social networks and
the web, unlocking sustainable forestry from nonindustrial private land while building wealth for rural
communities.
19

New Graduates
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The Dingbot team designs and operates automated
boats for collecting data on the water.

Health QR allows you to view your prescriptions
online, share your information with family members
or healthcare professionals, set reminders when to
refill your medications and order refills online.

Hello Focus applies data science to make
individuals and teams more productive when it
comes to managing their workload.

KeyIn is the only b2b review community for users
and purchasers of big-ticket products and services.

Never lose track of your signed contracts again.
PACTA turns your contracts into smart contracts
through proactive contract management.

Previously known as Vendeve, Squads was a
community for female entrepreneurs hungry for
personalized feedback and support, founded by
Katelyn Bourgoin.

Unicage is a proprietary UNIX shell script based
development framework used by global key industry
leaders that solves complex data integration and
batch processing problems.

Zora gives landlords relief from stress by proactively
scoring applicants, managing leases, obtaining
repair quotes and more.
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Events
Global Game Jam
It’s like a hackathon, but games. Indie game developers
and creative minds alike gather to compete in a global
game-making competition. Games of all genres, visual
flavours, and platforms make their way to the stage on a
local and global level.
At Volta, we host a competition on a local level, like
hundreds of other hacking hubs around the world on the
very same day. The annual theme is announced on social
media, and participants are given 48 hours from that
announcement to come up with their best creations. At the
end of the 48 hours, teams can submit their entry to the
Global Game Jam website, and see what other members
have come up with.
We provide all of the essentials throughout the weekend
and a creative environment to make your game jam
experience the best it can possibly be.
If you love games and game design, this annual global
event is not to be missed!

Hackathons
Collaborate, create and compete with your ultimate team
for a variety of prizes and of course, bragging rights. Volta
regularly hosts hacking marathons that are open to anyone
passionate about tech-related creation and innovation.
Each hackathon has its own unique theme. The purpose is
to think on your toes and solve a specific problem, or to
even set a new standard. Whether it be developing a piece
of smart home technology, or coming up with the next
tech-integrated gambling game, the themes are limitless.
Teams are given the weekend to hack together their best
creation. Late nights, being camped out in our co-working
space, fueled by caffeine, and a seemingly endless supply
of snacks is not unusual. The competition is fierce and
teams want to have their best possible product by judging
time at the end of the weekend.
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Pitch Competitions
Our pitch competitions feature a high caliber judging
panel made up of entrepreneurs, potential investors and
community leaders. This provides participants with an
excellent opportunity to practice their pitches and receive
valuable feedback, as well as the chance to win prizes. The
top pitcher is awarded with a cash prize, as well as being
featured on our wall of fame, and the renowned “I got 99
problems, but a pitch ain’t one” trophy.
A colourful array of ideas, pitchers and approaches come
to light at these events. For many, these pitch competitions
are the tipping point they need to get their companies off
the ground. Often, potential investors will use this as a way
to find new and innovative ideas to support.
“It was a (Volta) pitch competition, that is what really
changed our business. Our first real investor was in the
audience that day.” - Kevin Springer, COO & Co-Founder
of Proposify

Lunch & Learns
On certain lunch hours throughout the month, the Volta coworking space transforms into a small auditorium. Industry
leaders are given the stage to share their two cents with
attentive members of the tech community on a wide variety
of topics. A Q&A period following the presentation gives
the audience a chance to dig deeper into the subject. A
catered lunch is also provided, and post-discussion and
mingling is encouraged.
Some of our past speakers include experienced
entrepreneur, Katelyn Bourgoin, PR specialist, Shawn
McIntyre and marketing expert, Greg Poirier. Topics touch
on specific pains that startup founders and members of
the tech community often experience. We provide a place
for like-minded individuals to come learn, discuss, and
network.
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Swept
“We focus on cleaners, so they can focus on cleaning.”

A

fter constantly running
into a communication
wall through their own
cleaning
company,
Mike Brown and Matt Cooper
decided they needed to find a
way to fix this communication
problem.
In 2015, the two made a pivot
from janitorial company to tech
company. This proved to be a
wise decision.
The name Swept comes from
the commitment to the janitorial
industry while staying simple,
just like their software.
Janitorial
companies
have
a
constant
communication
problem
amongst
hiring
managers and their cleaners.
Prior to Swept, there was no
easy way to share instructions,
information, or even just to ask
questions. If a particular product
needed to be used, or there were
specific instructions to follow,
there was no efficient way to
relay this information.
Without being able to identify
issues right away, there were
strains on the relationship with
the client: something that no
company wants.
Swept, originally designed to
make Mike and Matt’s life easier,
has the potential to revolutionize
the entire cleaning industry.

Swept
develops
software
specifically for the commercial
cleaning industry. Their software
targets the challenges of these
companies when managing a
large number of cleaners and
clients with limited resources.
Based around communication
challenges, the software allows
cleaning managers to identify
issues before they become
problems, which allows them
to be both more efficient and
effective at their jobs.
Some of the software’s main
features
include
allowing
cleaners to report problems,
communicate
specific
instructions, track cleaning
supplies,
scheduling,
and
instant messaging between
cleaners and managers. Swept
software can also be translated
to more than 100 languages,
making it versatile.
“It’s time to go into growth
mode,” says Mike when asked of
what the future holds.
So far they have gained
international clientele and a cobranding partnership with USA
company Sprint Mobile and have
recently been accepted into the
CDMN Soft Landing Program
and the famous 500 Startups
Accelerator. After a little over
two years in business, Swept
has an average growth of 105%
quarter over quarter, with tens

of thousands messages sent
through the app.
Matt’s key to success is to
“execute as quickly as possible.
Fail as quickly as possible.”
It is this attitude that has allowed
Swept their quick growth. Their
attitude of, “getting up in the
morning and getting stuff done,”
has proved to be successful.
Along with their software, Swept
has come up with solutions to
some of the toughest challenges
faced by cleaning companies,
such as high employee turnover
and low brand awareness. They
have taken their learnings and
are giving back by offering the
Reframe Janitorial Workshop
to the janitorial industry. This
gives the industry the tools and
resources to tackle some of
these challenges and learn from
others.
From their beginnings in 2015
with a team of two, to where
they are today, there is no end in
sight for Swept’s success. They
are ready to take the lead in their
industry and truly change the
way business is done.

www.sweptworks.com
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Skyline
“Run smart, run Skyline.”

C

oming all the way
from Beijing, Skyline
is a next generation
software
platform,
connecting systems, people,
and data together. Specializing
in
business
intelligence,
dashboards and dashboard
performance, advanced data
visualization, analytics, and
graphical reporting.
Skyline
helps
enterprise
companies
build
custom
management apps for a fraction
of the price that major software
companies would charge.
“The only way to own your
software is to build it yourself,”
says Hai Hu, CEO of Skyline. Hu
believes that software should
be simplified in order for it to be
accessible to everyone. The goal
is to help these larger companies
build their own software in order
to eliminate old business ways
such as using paper.
Though the company is only 3
years old, beginning in 2014,
Hai Hu and his partner Changhai
Jiang have been working
together for 17 years. Starting in
their freshman year in college,
they both graduated with PhDs in
their field.
The pair spent 10 years researching software architecture,
when the opportunity arose to
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work with a Chinese company to
digitally transform all their processes and data onto the cloud.
It was from this that the concept
of Skyline came to life.
Skyline arrived in Nova Scotia
by applying for the Startup Visa
program with Innovacorp. Once
accepted, they relocated and
have now made their home in
Halifax and have started building
their development team with
hopes of expanding Skyline in
North America.
“It
takes
special
talent,
dedication and most importantly
vision,” says Hu, of building his
team.
Skyline now has plans to relocate
two more senior engineers from
China to Canada, to train and
start building his Canadian team.
Hu, with a PhD in software
engineering, wants to change
the way the world approaches
retail shopping. Through their
software, Skyline is hoping
to optimize and digitize the
exchange that happens during
retail
transactions.
Already
proven successful at a store in
Shanghai, customers can walk
into a store, grab what they
need, and leave. Skyline uses
IoT technologies, RFID and
facial recognition to make this
innovation possible.

Already they are using their
platform for solutions with big
name clients such as Lenovo in
China, Atlantic Sea Cucumber
LTD for food manufacturing
processes, and Mt. Boucherie
Winery.
They are talking to major retail
shops in China about using the
Skyline technology to connect
them with the most cutting edge
technology such as artificial
intelligence, big data and facial
recognition, some of the things
Skyline is already known for.
There are also opportunities to
use the technology to streamline
customer loyalty programs.
Skyline has been successful
thus far, with many awards and
honors. In 2016, they were a
retail panel speaker at Microsoft
Ignite and were named one of
the top 30 Chinese innovators
at Silicon Valley Innovation &
Entrepreneurship Forum.
It is without a doubt Skyline has a
bright future in innovating smart
retail. They believe in sharing
ideas, talking to people and
surrounding themselves with
like-minded people. This is what
builds a strong company and is
proof why Skyline continues to
be successful.

www.theskyline.io

Proposify
“Deliver beautiful proposals that close more deals.”

O

ften
it’s
time
consuming to win over
new business when
using word or excel,
but Proposify allows you to
do it right in the browser and
collaborate,” says Kyle Racki,
CEO of Proposify. “It saves time
and closes deals a lot faster.”
Proposify is a cloud-based
service
that
streamlines
the
proposal
process.
Proposify mixes templates,
design features, and flexible
customization to help speed
up the writing process of
proposals. Adding features,
such as allowing the client to
give their signature online,
simplifies the entire proposal
process, cutting down hours of
proposal writing and the whole
print/sign/scan process.
This unique team began their
journey with Proposify back
in 2013, after CEO Kyle Racki
and COO Kevin Springer joined
forces. However, the two were
not new to working with each
other. They first met at an
agency here in Halifax; Springer
was in sales and Racki a junior
designer. They quickly became
friends. Even with the 20-year
age gap, they balance each
other out.
“It’s like yin and yang,” says
Springer.

Prior to Proposify, the two ran
their own agency together, but
ended up shutting it down to
focus on Proposify.
Proposify originally started as
an idea back in the early 2000s,
at a time when Racki was
working as a junior designer
at a web design agency and
proposals were left to him to
write. He would have to go
through old case files and
word documents, rearranging
his hard work he had just done
in InDesign. One night, he
decided to wireframe a solution
in his basement to make writing
proposals easier.
After sitting on it for a few
years, Racki invited Springer to
join him once again in business.
In 2011 they put together a
prototype, pitched it at Demo
Camp, and the rest is history.
Making Proposify a niche was
important to Racki. Instead
of thinking of every business
document written, together
they decided to focus on
proposals only.
Proposify’s team is now made
up of 24 passionate, hardworking
people,
working
toward one common goal - to
build the world’s best webbased proposal software. The
duo relies on their gut instinct

when building their team - it’s
important to find people who fit
in with the company’s culture.
At the beginning, Proposify
had its share of struggles, but
what kept them going was
their passion and the fact they
were receiving meaningful
feedback they could use to
improve their product and their
business. Knowing that people
cared enough to provide this
feedback was a sign they were
moving in the right direction.
They didn’t give up and, in
September 2014, they started
to see an increase in their
customer base, which doubled
month-over-month after that.
“Once it started taking off it just
kept going,” says Racki.
As of August 2017, they have
more than 5,000 customers
from all over the world.
Customers praise Proposify for
its simple, innovative interface
that is easy to use.
“Our mission is to make the best
proposal software in the world
for small agencies, and we pour
our blood, sweat and tears to
fulfill on that every day,” says
Racki.

www.proposify.biz
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Connor Kirby
“Everyone had incredible ideas that could
change the world.”

“I

was watching entrepreneurs pitch ideas
that could change
the lives of aboriginal
communities and energy performance for wireless companies,
and I felt like my seat had transformed into something much
greater. The honour I felt, to be
a part of the Pitch Competition is
one of the biggest accomplishments in my life. Everyone had incredible ideas that could change
the world. That was the best part,
to hear all of these incredible
ideas,” Connor Kirby, the winner
of the last Volta Pitch Competition, powered by Cox & Palmer,
recalls.

shares.
Through
consumer
feedback and other testing,
Connor’s product is progressing
and changing to fit the
marketplace.

He was pitching the idea of
completely revolutionizing the
standard computer mouse to
a camera sensor product that
requires no extensive wrist
movement for individuals with
carpal tunnel to a panel of judges,
and what felt to be a large crowd.

“Through her I was exposed to
technology,” he explains. “The
hands-on component triggered
my passion towards engineering
technology. I’m terrible at
instructions, and I figured hands
on was the way to go.”

Connor, at just 13-years old,
had what it takes to win the
pitch competition. The “Vouse”
originated in the form of a bracelet
that would track movements
and aid you in right clicking and
navigating your computer system.
It has transformed into a retinal
eye reader that allows the cursor
to move across your screen and
uses programmed movements for
mouse functions.
“It’s evolving every day,” Connor
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“If it wasn’t for this pitch
competition – I would not be
where I am today – and even more
so, if it wasn’t for Cat Adalay.”
Cat Adalay, Connor’s neighbour
when he was growing up, was
a few years older than him, and
is into coding and design. With
multiple projects on the go,
she included Connor, and often
taught him coding or relevant
knowledge related to technology.

Cat was doing some work with
Thinking Robot Studios when the
idea sparked. Connor had already
evolved the idea before he was
presented with the opportunity to
pitch.
Entrepreneurship comes in many
different forms – individuals who
want to change the world and
individuals who want to make a
profitable business. Unknowingly
sometimes, we are surrounded by
them and unaware of it.
Connor has spent his time around

many entrepreneurial minds.
However, when his desires of
furthering his products came
into sight, and he joined Collide
Halifax, Connor’s dream became
a reality. Through Collide, he met
many like-minded individuals
and was presented with many
opportunities and challenges,
one of which was the Pitch
Competition.
“Pitching my product as young as
I was in a field that was far beyond
my knowledge and experience
was the trickiest part of preparing
for the Pitch Competition,”
Connor tells.
“Collide helped me prepare my
pitch and grow the knowledge
behind my product. The hardest
part was the total and utter lack
of knowledge and experience,
which caused me to work twice
as hard to pick up the skills that
are necessary to pitch my product
and develop it. I’ve never been
more challenged in my life,” he
continues.
“I would do the competition over
again, and I would recommend
it to anyone that is interested
in this area. But if I could do it
again, I would talk to people. Had
I known how willing people are
to help you further along in the
process, I would’ve talked to as
many individuals as I could. From
a short conversation, you can
obtain a wealth of knowledge and
just simply learn.”

Ross
Simmonds
“Halifax’s Innovation District is just getting started and
Volta is playing a key role in keeping the fire lit.”

V

olta Board Member
Ross Simmonds is a
digital strategist and
entrepreneur with a
passion for technology and
communications. He has spent
the last seven years working in
digital marketing through his
company Foundation Marketing
and has had the chance to work
with brands ranging from Fortune
500 companies to startups.
Ross is the co-founder of a Social
Media Management service
called Crate, e-commerce site
Hustle & Grind and has been
published in Forbes, Huffington
Post, Venture Beat, The Globe
& Mail and more. Ross works
with clients on a regular basis
to leverage content to drive
meaningful results for their
brands while doing the same with
his own companies. In 2016, Ross
was named by Mashable as one
of the top 5 Snapchat Marketers
worth following and is a firm
believer in practicing what you
preach.
What got you started down
the path of becoming an
entrepreneur?
I’ve always been intrigued by
the idea of entrepreneurship.
My grandfather ran a paving
company in North Preston for
many years which exposed me
to the idea of running your own
business. I was amazed by the
flexibility that entrepreneurship
offered him and he often kept
his grandchildren involved with

his business. I definitely think
the time I spent with him had a
significant impact on my decision
to take this path.
What makes you stay in Halifax?
Halifax offers a combination of
great culture and great people.
Thanks to technology, it’s no
longer necessary to do business
and establish relationships with
people all over the world. You
can make connections and do
business from almost anywhere if
you have wifi, curiosity and a bit of
hustle.
Why did you decide to get
involved with Volta?
Volta is redefining Atlantic
Canada.
The
entrepreneurs
and companies that have come
through Volta are some of the
most inspiring and interesting
people you will ever meet. When
you have a chance to surround
yourself with great people and
add value through your own
knowledge; I’m a believer that
you should. That’s why I agreed to
join the board and offer as much
support as I can to the community
with my own expertise.
What effect do you see Volta
having on Halifax’s Innovation
District?
Halifax’s Innovation District is
just getting started and Volta is
playing a key role in keeping the
fire lit. Over the last few years,
there have been a lot of exciting
startups and success stories
coming out of Halifax. Volta is

playing a role in helping both early
stage founders get to productmarket fit while offering valuable
insights and support to more
mature startups looking to scale.
The effect that I believe Volta is
going to have in the coming years
is creating an innovative culture
that will redefine the city. I’m
confident that Volta will have a
lasting impact on the community
that has both an economic and
social impact. From arming kids
with access to technology and
tech leaders to arming startups
with the resources they need to
achieve success - the future of
Halifax’s Innovation District is
brighter because of Volta.
Why should a startup invest time
into creating content?
Content is the foundation of the
internet.
When you’re scrolling through
Facebook or conducting a search
through Google, the intent is to
uncover content that solves a
problem. It could be the problem
of being bored or it could be
the problem as it relates to a
specific use-case that your
product solves. As a startup, the
development and distribution
of content is an opportunity to
connect with your audience
and increase the likelihood of
generating value from them.
Whether you’re working on a
startup in B2B or in consumer
goods, there’s no question
that content can play a role in
capturing attention, building trust
and making a sale.
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Hoist:

A place for
discovering
technology &
entrepreneurship
36

After every Hoist meetup, our volunteer speakers
always say the same thing: “I wish something like this
existed when I was a teenager.”

H

oist is a monthly
event held for teens
interested in design,
entrepreneurship and
programming. It is a 3-hour
lunch & learn/hackathon style
meetup hosted by Volta and
led by volunteer speakers
and presenters in the startup
community.
Hoist gives youth a chance to
explore things they wouldn’t be
exposed to in school or at the
library. They connect with other
teens who have similar interests
and goals, enabling them to
take entrepreneurial risks in
a learning environment. Hoist
also provides an opportunity
for youth to meet established
entrepreneurs, chat with them
and hear personal stories about

their successes and failures.
Inspired by a need they identified
from their experiences as youth
entrepreneurs, Alex Gillis and
Melody Pardoe created Hoist.
“I believe being a successful
entrepreneur is a mix of 50%
skill and 50% luck,” says Alex
Gillis, Hoist Co-founder. “You
can only be so good at sailing a
boat before the wind decides to
propel you ahead or leave you
stuck in your tracks. Many things
in entrepreneurship rely upon
the same methodology and
market opportunities.”
Over the past 3 years, more
than 130 teens have attended
and learned about 38 different
topics related to technology
and entrepreneurship. In an

effort to engage more youth
across the region, the program
is expanding. Hoist recently
launched at Acadia University’s
Rural Innovation Centre, led by
Refresh Annapolis.
If you are interested in
supporting Hoist, there are many
ways to get involved: share
your entrepreneurial journey by
teaching a session, become a
sponsor, or launch Hoist in your
community.
Please contact us at:
hello@hoisthalifax.com
@HoistHalifax
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Drew forgot his USB key, so he created a
cloud-based file hosting service.

Michele created an online coupon site
that got “snapped” up by Groupon.

ACADEMY

What will you create?
Volta Academy
Building a successful business
takes more than just a great idea.
Through
Volta
Academy,
sponsored in part by McInnes
Cooper, entrepreneurs can
join the Volta community at any
stage of the entrepreneurship
process to learn and grow their
startup!
Volta Academy is designed to
help early stage founders go
from “big idea” to a viable techfocused startup. Through a
range of topics, future founders
will meet up once a week
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with facilitators specialized
in selected topics to expand
the scope of the business of a
startup.
Volta Academy is a 12-week
program, consisting of value
proposition
and
customer
validation, building an MVP and
design thinking, and telling your
story to investors, partners, and
customers.
Future founders will gain the
skills necessary to develop,
launch and maintain a startup.
Volta Academy is intended

to foster and encourage
entrepreneurship and help in the
creation of new startups.
The first session of Volta
Academy started on September
18 with more than 20 students.
Our mentors are experienced
entrepreneurs from the startup
community who are keen to
share their knowledge with other
future founders.
To find out more, visit
Voltaeffect.com/ideas.

Build a brand
that speaks to
your customer
Resident Branding Program
Volta’s
branding
resources
are more comprehensive than
ever before. From establishing
a brand strategy, to creating
marketing materials, to printing,
this program covers all aspects of
successful branding for startups.

Brand Strategy Program
This program includes three halfday sessions with homework and
check-ins between that span two
to three months. Startups analyze
their customers and external
environment before creating a
brand. They then define their
brand positioning statement,
brand story, and find out how to
bring their brand to life. At the end
of the program, they will have a

complete guide to implementing
their new brand and telling their
story in a convincing way.

Design Resources
Volta
offers
access
to
professional
design
and
copywriting resources through
The Well Creative Consultants.
Each month, Volta residents
receive “tokens” to use toward
services that fit their current
needs. Through this partnership,
The Well pairs companies
with top quality designers,
copywriters, PR writers, and
creative directors based on their
project.

The Well connects companies
with experienced freelancers
across Canada to fit their specific
creative needs, on a project-byproject basis or for longer term.

Printing Resources
Volta’s
relationship
with
Advocate
Printing
allows
residents to access high quality
printing services at discounted
rates on key marketing items
they may need - including onepagers, letterhead, business
cards, and more.
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Focused on
the Founders
The V o l ta Bur e a u c o ns is t s of a gro up o f exp erienc ed
e n t r e pr e ne ur s , w h o hav e f o unded and inv es t ed
i n m a n y te c h n o l o gy c o mp anies . Co llec t iv ely t he
m e m b e r s po o l th e i r knowledge t o help f ounders grow
t he i r bus i n e s se s a nd av oid f at al mis t akes . It ’s an
i n cr e di b l e pr o gr a m to help ac c elerat e any bus ines s .
P a t ric k Hankins o n, Bureau Ment o r

The Volta Bureau
Accountability is key
The Bureau is an invitationonly group of experienced
entrepreneurs
and
active
investors tasked with addressing
startup
accountability
and
providing meaningful, timely
feedback to Volta resident
companies. This mentorship
focused approach is based on
experience and evidence which
shows that startups succeed
from
having
longer-term
exposure to peer mentorship
and successful entrepreneurs
who have global networks.
Volta is selective and provides
elite mentoring and milestonebased programs for innovative
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technology
startups.
This
differs
from
shorter-term
accelerator programs which are
typically three months, as once
companies are accepted into
Volta, they are supported for up
to two years.
The Volta Bureau meets every
two months, where each Volta
resident company has twenty
minutes to discuss their progress
and
current
challenges.
Information shared in Bureau
meetings is kept confidential,
and
resident
company
participation is mandatory. Each
resident company is assigned
one of the Bureau members
as a mentor throughout their
residency.

The Volta Bureau provides
direct support from leading
entrepreneurs
who
devote
significant time as mentors.
These mentors work closely
with resident company founders
to set business and technical
milestones to increase revenue,
close investment or to address
any other pivotal need for the
company. With these intensive
meetings taking place every
eight weeks, the main objective
is assessing progress and setting
new milestones - ultimately they
are setting these companies up
for massive global growth.

Entrepreneurs
without borders

Resident Travel Program
Travelling is an essential part
of doing business – especially
for
technology
companies
who service clients globally.
To help startups reach their
global potential, Volta’s Travel
Program is designed to help
Resident companies expand to
international markets, secure
customers from around the world
and connect with leading global
investors.

with new suppliers and partners,
increase sales and bring best
practices back to Atlantic Canada.

How it works

The application is reviewed by
Volta management and successful candidates are selected
based on specific criteria.

Volta’s Travel Program supports
startups’ travel globally with
the goal to generate foreign
investment, build relationships

Each successful entrepreneur
receives 100% of their eligible
travel costs covered by Volta up
to a maximum of $2,000.
To qualify, Resident companies
must first be able to demonstrate
how the program will help them
achieve strategic business goals.

A t a t i m e when
r e s o u r ce s wer e
t i g ht , [ V o l t a ’ s T r a v el
P r o g r a m ] e n a b led
u s t o a chi e ve cr i tica l
m i l e s t o n e s a he ad of
o u r p u b l i c l a u n ch.
Tho m as Ran k i n
C EO, Dash H uds on
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Atlantic
Lottery
Innovation
Outpost
Since establishing an Innovation
Outpost at Volta last August,
Atlantic Lottery Corporation has
been fostering innovation with
outside-the-box ideas that
are helping them change the
landscape of lottery.
Since its inception, Scott Burke,
outpost lead and serial tech
founder and developer, has
assembled a multi-talented team
of designers and developers,
capable of creating top quality
prototypes from scratch.

Community of Creators
Volta’s unique collaborative
community has been helping the
outpost team make connections
and share new ideas.
“Volta
is
an
incredible
community, both on a personal
level and as an ecosystem for
starting and scaling a tech
venture,” Burke praises. “I’ve
been consistently impressed
by the calibre of people I’ve
encountered and their openness
to help each other. From hallway
conversations to hackathons
to other community events,
Volta is a constant source of
new contacts and relationships,
and we’re constantly sharing
information and the latest tools
and techniques with other
companies.”
The Atlantic Lottery outpost
recently released their first fullscale product, Winvelope, as
they continue to grow their team,
and a second product “Poolparty”
is currently in the pilot stage.
At this point, it seems the
combination of strong enterprisescale resources and agile, startup
thinking is proving to be a winning
one.

Scott Burke | Outpost Lead

The Team
“We’ve put together an incredible
team,” Burke says. “We’ve got two
developers and one designer and
between the three of them, we can
build anything.”
Chris Adams — Developer

“Chris Adams is a hackathon
star and indie game developer,
well known around the Volta
community. By all accounts he is
the best programmer to ever come
through the Computer Science
program at SMU. Chris is widely
experienced and can do anything
but, specializes in procedurallygenerated,
physics-based
graphics processing and games.
He does things with JavaScript that
I didn’t know were possible. Chris
has been doing most of the frontend development so far in our
projects.”
Jon Burke — Designer

“Jon Burke brings a truckload
of
agency
experience
and
multidisciplinary media experience
to the Outpost team. Not only is he
an extremely talented graphic and
web designer, he also is an expert
photographer and videographer,
and has put together projects for

Christian DeWolf | Developer

major corporate brands as well as
independent shops and regional
musicians. Jon has absolutely no
ego about his work and has an
incredible eagerness to step back
from it, be critical, seek feedback
and implement it. His combination
of skill and positive attitude makes
him a joy to work with.”
Christian DeWolf — Developer

“Christian DeWolf specializes in
server-side development and
DevOps, and brings his experience
as CTO of athlete crowdfunding
startup Pursu.it to the lab’s projects.
Not only does he know how to make
a Ruby on Rails stack sing, he also
writes robot-related fiction, and
his English degree comes in handy
when it’s time to write snappy and
engaging web copy. Christian has
a very strategic mindset and is
committed to building things the
right way from the start, which is
invaluable as you move along in
a project and the right decisions
made earlier make changes easier
and prevent unnecessary ‘technical
debt’.”

A Changing Culture
Creating an Innovation Outpost
was the next logical step for a
company with a wave of culture

Chris Adams | Developer

shift already underway. ALC’s
management value innovation and
many employees are already taking
on lean startup principles.
“It’s great to have support for
innovation from the highest
levels of the company, which is
really what you need to have in
order to do the work of corporate
innovation, especially in a tightly
regulated business such as ours,”
Burke explains. “I think our impact
so far has been that we’ve shown
how quickly we can move and
create a high-quality offering when
we approach a project in a different
way, with a small, highly-skilled
team and agile development
methodologies.”
“Because of the nature and scope
of some of our enterprise projects
at head office, not everyone
can operate exactly the same
way we do, but I hope that we’re
demonstrating possibilities in terms
of how projects can be approached
and executed on the frontier.”
The outpost team has had the
chance to meet other project
teams within ALC and share
their learnings, an exercise that
gives value to their team and the
corporation as a whole.

Jon Burke | Designer

The Innovation
Outpost Model
Volta is committed to fostering innovation at
the corporate level by offering corporations the
opportunity to join the startup community.

The world is changing
faster than ever, and
so are your customers’
needs.
Find out how Corporate
Innovation is helping today’s
most innovative companies
stay ahead of the curve (and of
their competitors).

See things differently.
Imagine hiring a new team that
uses innovation to solve your
company’s big problems and
address opportunities. This
team is:
• Based at Volta’s innovation
hub
• Immersed in the startup
community
• Works at arms length from
corporate headquarters
• Led by an Entrepreneur
and supported by a team of
developers, designers and
business professionals
The outpost team thinks and
works like a startup, shifting
company culture and tapping
into new opportunities that
most companies would not
otherwise have.
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They quickly prototype new
ideas because technology is
changing everything and the
pace of business is faster than
ever before. Each Outpost
is unique to the needs of the
company.
An Innovation Outpost is an
external, arm’s length think
(and do) tank, where large
organizations work together
with smart entrepreneurial
people to solve complex
business problems without the
corporate HQ restrictions.
Large corporations are good
at scaling, brand, processes,
and channels. Startups excel
at experimentation, testing,
learning from failures and
customer
feedback,
and
creating innovative solutions
and new products.

Why Volta?
Volta is the centre of gravity for
technology entrepreneurship
in Atlantic Canada. Our unique
community of innovators has
the right mix of expertise in
areas such as cryptocurrency,

cybersecurity, AI, enterprise
solutions,
gaming,
data
science, social media, software
development, SaaS solutions,
and more.
By setting up an Innovation
Outpost at Volta, your team
becomes part of this community
- learning, collaborating, and
tapping into talent that allows
you to develop groundbreaking
solutions for your business.

Atlantic Lottery & Volta
Volta partnered with the
Atlantic Lottery Corporation
in 2016 to create Atlantic
Canada’s
first
Innovation
Outpost,
based
on
the
Communitech
model
in
Waterloo, Ontario.
This program supports large
scale innovation and disruption
of the lottery industry - and
they’ve already seen success!
Their first product, Winvelope
is in market and, with their
second product, Poolparty in
the pilot stage, ALC renewed
for another three years of
Corporate Innovation at Volta.

Crea t i ve s pa rks f ly n ot wh e n in t er ac t ion s
betw een compa ni e s ar e seam less, b u t wh en
th e a cti vi t y a t t h e se am s is c h allen gin g,
stimula t i ng, a nd cat aly t ic .
Harv ard Bus ines s Rev iew

Be an Innovation Leader in your industry!
»»
»»
»»

Operate like a lean startup: efficiently and effectively
Immerse your team in a culture of tech innovation and
creativity where entrepreneurship is the norm
Watch as new business ideas and solutions are
generated outside of corporate inertia

Volta’s Innovation Outpost offers:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Dedicated space in the heart of Halifax’s
Innovation District
Direct recruitment support for your Outpost
team
Access to tech talent
Custom innovation services
Strategic events for your company,
hosted by Volta
Branding at all Volta events

Join Halifax’s booming
Innovation District now!
To learn more, please contact
Melody Pardoe at:
Melody@voltaeffect.com
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Sponsorship
Funding Partner
Support from funding partners like ACOA and the Province of Nova Scotia enables Volta to
continue to provide high quality affordable resources to help tech entrepreneurs turn their
ideas into successful companies. These startups have a large economic impact on the region,
with more than 290 jobs created, and are establishing Halifax as a top technology hub. Without
valuable funding partners, Volta would not be able to continue to provide these resources.

Innovation Outpost
Atlantic Lottery partnered with Volta to establish the first Innovation Outpost in Atlantic Canada.
Their team is now quickly prototyping new ideas that address opportunities and improve
customer experience. Their first product is in market and their second on is the way, currently
in the pilot stage.
Innovation Outposts allow large organizations to operate like a lean startup, to develop new
ideas quickly and effectively outside of the corporate red tape. Operating at arm’s length,
outposts are embedded in the startup community and are built on collaboration with the region’s
brightest technology-focused entrepreneurs.
Atlantic Lottery, seeing the value in this approach, recently extended their Outpost for another
three years.

Innovation Partners
Volta’s Innovation Partners are directly supporting a company’s ability to grow by providing
an office space for them to work in. They attend exclusive founder events and assist in the
development of the Atlantic Canadian Innovation District.
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Volta is proudly supported by organizations
across multiple sectors, all committed to building
the Innovation District in Atlantic Canada.

Community Partners
Volta’s Community Partners support community engagement and growth by serving as the lead
sponsors of popular Volta programs like Women Taking Over the World With Tech, the Travel
Program and the Early Adopter Program.

Community Supporters
Volta’s Community Supporters play an integral role in the ecosystem by offering valuable advice
and expertise to Resident and Alumni companies and Network Members, while also serving as
the lead sponsors of popular Volta events.

Thank you to all of our amazing sponsors for
their continued support!

Are you interested in supporting innovative entrepreneurs?
Contact us to find out about sponsorship opportunities for your organization.

mail@voltaeffect.com
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A place where
entrepreneurship is
celebrated and taking over
the world is expected.

1505 Barrington Street
Halifax, NS B3J 3K5

www.voltaeffect.com
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